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The collection you may
already have 

but have never seen
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Quartz from 
Madagascar

Rich Schager photo 
on mindat

“Didn't even know 
they were there 
until I started taking 
macro photos of 
it...”

https://www.mindat
.org/mesg-
308849.html
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Fluid Inclusions

• Gas and / or liquid filled cavity in crystal
• Multiple gases or liquids possible
• Primary or secondary formation
• Round or irregular shaped cavity containing 

fluid inclusions may transition into a negative 
crystal

• Definition of negative crystal (mindat):             
A cavity within a crystal bounded by the 
crystal faces of that crystal.
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OCCURRENCE
Most fluid inclusions do not become negative crystals

Fluid inclusions themselves are extremely common

At a high magnification of 1000x, fluid inclusions can 
be found in nearly all rock and mineral samples

Milky quartz may contain over 100 small fluid 
inclusions per cubic centimeter

Bodnar 2003
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Why are 
there 
inclusions?
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Goldstein Fig. 2.3 Modified from Roedder (1984)  

Schematic diagrams showing possible 
mechanisms of entrapment of primary 
fluid inclusions:

A) Starvation of nutrients at centers 
of crystal faces cause imperfections 
that are propagated to form cavities 
that are later sealed by new growth.

B) Irregularities formed by rapid 
growth are later sealed during 
subsequent growth stages.

C) Irregularities formed by etching are 
later sealed by continued growth.

D) A crack causes an imperfection 
which is propagated to form 
irregularities that eventually seal.

E) Cavities form in the wake of 
materials foreign to the crystal that 
impede growth (growth tubes) 7



Primary, 
secondary, 
and 
pseudo 
secondary 
fluid 
inclusions

gems-inclusions.com
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Burlinson, Kingsley, Applied Mineral Exploration:  Heterogeneous inclusion trapping 
explains assemblages of pure CO2 , non-aqueous inclusions.  Spherical fluid 
inclusion shape can indicate heterogeneous trapping,  June 2014, September 2015, 
https://www.appliedminex.com/viewpoint/fincmorph.htm

Discussion of Inclusion  Shape

Round unusual – only occurs if there were  
heterogeneous  fluids with bubbles

Most have flat sides



Ruby 
from 
Mogok, 
Burma
“… contains a 
large cavity 
(negative crystal) 
with a huge, 
black gas bubble, 
trapped in a 
liquid.”

Gubelin
Gemmology
photo
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Why may a negative crystal form?

• Minimum energy condition
• Suitable environment – TPX

Goldstein figure 2.2 11

Fluorite  unit 
cell



Morphological ripening of fluid inclusions and coupled zone-refining in quartz 
crystals revealed by cathodoluminescence imaging: Implications for CL-
petrography, fluid inclusion analysis and trace-element geothermometry
Glen Lambrecht and Larryn William Diamond paper 2014
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Eppler, W.F. (1966) The origin of negative 
crystals in gemstones. Journal of Gemmology, 
Vol. 10, No. 2, April, pp. 49–56

Synthetic ruby cracked and 
heated  for 2 months at 
1800C 13



Bonev  fig 12

Roughest surfaces 
grow fastest

Therefore, cracks 
may become 
compartmentalized
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A needle-like secondary H2 0 ± C02 inclusion having a long very thin tail 
on the right, indicating necking-down of the inclusion.
Quartz – Finland                                                                       Poutiainen paper



Review:  mm and μm 

• mm – millimeter:  0.001 meter, or about 1/25 
of an inch

• μm - micrometer : 0.001 mm, or about 
0.000039 inch, also called micron

• Point of reference: human hair varies in 
diameter, ranging from 17 μm to 181 μm

• Difficult to photograph: magnification results 
in short depth of field
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Lowers surface energy  - van den Kerkof paper

Fingerprint Inclusions
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Fingerprint inclusion in natural spinel from Vietnam, Luc Yen mines
Richard W. Hughes photo 18



Fake fingerprints in synthetic sapphire: Koivula 1983 
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Mineral dealers and collectors often call all fluid 
inclusions enhydros 

The scientific literature does not

The American Geological Institute’s Glossary of 
Geological Terms (Bates and Jackson, 1987) defines 
an enhydro as “a hollow nodule or geode of 
chalcedony containing water, sometimes in large 
amounts.”

Enhydro vs Fluid Inclusion 
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“The water inside Enhydro Crystals is free of 
contaminants of mankind’s industrial 
pollution. This makes it an ideal crystal to 
use if you’re seeking for the purity of the 
mind, body, or soul.”

“Enhydro Crystal is one of the few crystals 
that can be charged energetically by the 
magnetism and energy of the moon. Make 
sure that you put out your crystals on a full 
moon for a proper ‘moon bath’.”
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“Setting the stone in the 
moonlight, especially during a 
full moon, is another popular 
way of cleansing”

Mcelhinny, Kris, What Stones 
are lucky?, Rock and Gem, April 
2022, p 63



There are two ways in which solid phases in fluid 
inclusions may originate. 

(a)One or more mineral grains may be trapped along 
with the fluid phase(s) during formation of the fluid 
inclusion.

(b) One or more solid phases may form in a fluid 
inclusion after its initial formation as a result either 
of a reaction between the fluid and the host 
mineral, or by precipitation from the fluid upon 
cooling (in which case the solids are known as 
daughter minerals).                          encyclopedia.com 23



Van den Kerkhov  (2001) 

Volume ratio 
of gas to liquid 
depends upon 
temperature

There may be 
more than one 
liquid if they 
are immiscible
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Fluid inclusions in spodumene from the Kulim pegmatite, Afghanistan.

The inclusion shape has changed slightly from a rounded surface against which daughter 
minerals were precipitated to a more regular negative-crystal form (arrow).

Daughter minerals are (a) cookeite, (b) pollucite, (c) albite, (d) quartz, (f) an unidentified 
hairline phase, (g)  cassiterite and (h) microlite or rynersonite.   Scale bar is 30 micron

Formation of tourmaline-rich gem pockets in miarolitic pegmatites  - David London   

seven 
daughter 
minerals
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Practical Uses

• “The study of fluid inclusions reveal geologically 
important information such as temperature, 
pressure, salinity, density and depth of trapping; 
and thereby providing direct information about 
the conditions at which given minerals and rocks 
are formed” (Randive).

• Geological information(Ferrero)
• They identify the sources of gemstones and           

detect fakes
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Magnification Reveals Hidden Beauty
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Emerald from Zambia  
28



29Microworld of Gems, Etsy, Amethyst, Fine Art Print, $100



Petroleum-filled negative crystal in quartz from Pakistan
Magnification 50x    GIA photo 30



Natural purple Sapphire Sri Lanka   Sutas Singbamroong photo 31



Wilkenson 2001  fig 21  primary halite-saturated fluid inclusion in quartz
San Pedro porphyry deposit, New Mexico  width of view: 90 micro meter     A. Rankin photo32



Sylvite  
Boulby,  England

aqueous fluid inclusions

(A) planar arrays of monophase 
inclusions parallel to crystal 
growth zones

(B) isolated inclusion with a vapor 
bubble

20 micron scale bars

Parnell fig 1
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Petroleum inclusion in Pakistan Quartz
365 nm UV  40X  C.P. Smith photo
Chaipaska paper



Rhodenite from Broken Hill, New South Wales, Australia 
three phases: an ilmenite crystal, a saline liquid, and a methane  nitrogen (CH4-N2) 
vapor   - pseudosecondary        Milsteed fig 14
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Aquamarine, Rondônia State, Brazil                                   
2 phase water inclusion with cylindrical shape parallel to the c-axis Souza Hoyer Fig 3c36



Primary two-phase fluid inclusion in sphalerite from the N Fiji ocean 
basin  -- Volker Luders paper 2002 37



Yurimoto: halite (left: in meteorite, right: synthetic) 38



Orvosova: Calcite from Ukraine                                                  50 micron scale bar
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Uruguay
amethyst
Simar Singh 
Khokhar photo



Negative crystals in blue sapphire from Andranondambo, Madagascar 
Photo by Victoria Raynaud/GIA                   field of view 1.2 mm
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Fluid inclusions trapped at the interface between a detrital quartz grain
and a quartz overgrowth   - Pore Scale Solutions photo

field of view 150um

field of view 57um
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Fluorite 
Illinois 

Russell 
Feather 
photo
S. White 
collection
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Amethyst         Brandberg, Namibia
Total image width about 3 millimetres.                                                               Dr. Juerg Alean photo
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Quartz, Merelani Hills, Lelatema Mountains, Tanzania 
0.75 mm tall negative crystal    mindat photo John Jaszczak 45



Hexagonally shaped negative crystal in emerald
Global Gemology photo 46



Graphite crystal within a negative crystal in Ceylon sapphire
E. Billie Hughes photo
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Fluorite      Tri State Mine (Illinois) Ron Luetcke photo - mindat
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Quartz 

Namibia

Rodney Moore photo
digforcrystals.com
Georgia Rock Shop 
Crystals 
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Quartz – Baluchistan, Pakistan
Petroleum, water, methane and solid hydrocarbon    Hadi Nemati photo      Iranian Gem Society
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Wadh, Khuzdar District, Balochistan Refion, Packistan  mindat photo51



Spinel Vietnam Field of view = 2.9 mm                        Danny Sanchez photo52



Amethyst

Danny Sanchez photo

Unknown location

Crystallography 365
Blogging a Crystal Structure a day in 2014

Surreal Microscopic Environments –
Negative Crystals
Posted on November 28, 2014
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Negative crystals in amethyst
Image by Danny Sanchez    (close up of prior slide) 54



natural fluid inclusions in hydrothermal quartz with dark 
vapor bubbles and halite crystals              L.W. Diamond photo55



Parallel grown negative crystals in Quartz from Wales
Gemologyonline.com photo 56



Quartz

Zhob District, 
Balochistan Province, 
Pakistan

Petroleum, bitumen, 
gas bubble, and water

40x FoV  3mm

Gemstonebasics.com 
photo 57



Negative crystals with multi-phase inclusions in Quartz
from China gems-inclusions.com photo58



Sapphire
negative crystals hosting hair-like diaspore needles
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Spinel

Magok, Burma

Aleix 
Grandchamp 
photo
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Quartz                   
Pakistan

petroleum in cavity

methane bubble

a small amount of 
water is along the 
edges of the cavities

black and brown 
Asphaltite
(bituminous 
hydrocarbons)
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Quartz       
Italy

mindat 
photo
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Captured solid particles (not daughter minerals!) inside liquid-vapor inclusion in emerald from 
the Urals, Russia. FoV   0.15 mm
Gems-inclusions.com photo
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Rodney 
Moore photo
digforcrystals
.com
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Quartz

Namibia
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Brandenberg,  Namibia   quartz

33 x 13 x  12 mm
Pierre Jobber photo Scepter is being held in fingers
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Brandberg amethyst      FoV  8 mm          gems-inclusions.com67



Flickriver.com photo

Brandenberg 
Amethyst
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Packistan     Between a Rock and a Hearty Place photo69



Madagascar sapphire displays with small fingerprint inclusion. The undamaged nature of this 
inclusion testifies to the natural, untreated origin of the gem. Photo: E. Billie Hughes
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Burmese Red Spinel                          FoV 1.2 mm                        Victoria Raynaud photo
colorless carbonate and  opaque sulfide daughter crystals, yellow sulphur rich liquid 
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Two phases of CO2 
in quartz
with water  

Kingsley Burlinson photo
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Sapphire     Sri Lanka      small black flakes of graphite73
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Brandenburg 
Amethyst

Rodney Moore photo



Amethyst 
Brandberg, 
Namibia 
7cm 

Collection & 
Photo:
B. DeCamp
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76Gypsum with air and water, SE Arizona, Rolf Luetcke photo  on mindat  



Quartz, Illies Valley,  Wallis Switzerland,    Pete Richards photo 5 mm crystal 77



10x                                                                                     40x
Photos by Robert Weldon                       professionaljewler.com
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Extra Large Herkimer Diamond Quartz Crystal Engagement Ring - Large Stone Ring - Raw 
Crystal Statement Ring - Rough Stone Ring - Boho Ring  $189.00  GaiasCandy  star Etsy seller
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Amatitlan, Guerrero, Mexico   Quartzpage photo   25 mm FOV81



Scepter head from Arizona
10mm across and the negative crystal is 
about 2mm
Donn Cusano photo mindat
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Emerald  - Afghanistan
Halite and other daughter 
minerals 83



Sapphire from the Baw Mar mining area in Mogok, Myanmar 
Photo by Victoria Raynaud; field of view 1.07 mm.       Koivula 2017
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Emerald

Madagascar

Schwartz paper



Topaz from Brazil 
two  immiscible liquids and a central gas bubble                                                 Telly on Pinterest
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Quartz Capitan Mountains              New Mexico
Campbell paper (Solid Inclusions of Halite in Quartz)



Halite              Camp Verde Salt Mine, AZ                     
Stan Celestian photo       2.4 inches high
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Close up view of prior slide
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Two phases of CO2 and water
Van den Kerkhof p 41 (2012)
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inclusion in fluorite containing oil, vapor , and a water lens completely enclosed within the oil 
due to reverse wetting
Koh-I-Maran barite–fluorite deposit, Pakistan  -- width of view, 200 mm
Photo by  A. Rankin  -- Wilkinson 2000/Rankin 1990 papers



Faceted amethyst 
Two-phase liquid-vapor and single phase 
liquid inclusions , some of them forming 
negative crystals

gems-inclusions.com/inclusions-photo-gallery/
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Sapphire, Sri Lanka transmitted light
with a hexagonal plate of graphite, along and a needle of diaspore Richard Hughes photo
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With overhead reflected light on the same negative crystal       Photos: Richard W. Hughes



Contents may change with 
temperature

• Liquids may become gases
• Gases may be absorbed by liquids
• Daughter minerals may be precipitated or 

dissolved
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Blue Sapphire
A bubble in a negative crystal shrunk when the crystal was heated

Raman spectroscopy confirmed the bubble as carbon dioxide (CO2)

Nattida Ng Pooresatien paper
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CO2 bubbles in pink sapphire moving bubbles in video    no location  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1hw2wzN49KY&t=100s
https://www.thefrenchjewelrypost.com/en/business/billie-hughes-lotus-gemology/
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Koivula 2017 fig. 14: CO2, a liquid, and marcasite in
Sapphire from Myanmar 
Photomicrographs by Victoria Raynaud; field of view 1.20 mm.

Cold with bubble Warm - no bubble
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Sri Lankan Sapphire The cavity contains liquid and gaseous CO2, along with a mobile 
graphite crystal cluster.

Left: a CO2 bubble is clearly visible      Right: the CO2 bubble has disappeared due to the gentle 
heat of the microscope   

Hughes, R., Figure 16      35x               includes chapter on inclusions 
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Carbonic aqueous fluid 

Zab-Zabuyelite,  Crt- Cristobalite

the scale bar is 10 m

Jiankang Li and I-Ming Chou paper

Crystal-Rich Inclusions in

Spodumene from Jiajika 
Lithium Deposit China
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Graphite daughter crystal and two phase carbon dioxide in 
sapphire 1 mm long
A through G: warm to cool to warm            Photos by Renfro

Video:  https://www.gia.edu/gems-gemology/spring-2016-
microworld-fantastic-display-phase-changes-sapphires-fluid-
inclusion
Also: 
https://twitter.com/GIAnews/status/1472250311104421892 



Faceted  Sri Lanka Sapphire
two phase CO2 filled negative crystal exploded when heated to 270 C

Koivulap paper 1986, p 155 
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Sapphire from Sri Lanka
Fingerprint pattern altered by circular “explosions,” where heating caused ruptures in the 
microscopic negative crystals
Photo: Richard W. Hughes  - lotusgemology.com



Negative Crystals
in

Opaque Minerals
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Hoshino  - SEM image of opened inclusion in fluorite 
Blockspruit Fluorite Prospect, Bushveld Granitic Complex, South Africa
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Negative crystals 
in olivine from 
the Canary 
Islands  Viti paper
40 A = 0.004 µm    (25 to 1)
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Joplin 
Galena
18X

Small cubes are halite 
that precipitated from 
solution that was in 
negative crystals 
before cleavage

Buerger paper
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A truncated octahedron-type, an octa-triacontahedron-type, and a pentacontahedron-type 
negative crystal were observed in UO2 depending upon He pressure  - Hiroyuki Serizawa paper
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What is it really?

• Phantom, transparent solid inclusion, cavity 
left by dissolved solid inclusion, or negative 
crystal?

• Clues
– Form of cavity in host crystal
– Alignment of cavity with host crystal axis
– Cavity content: ex: – bubbles
– Optical properties (bifringence) 
– Chemical analysis
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Sapphire from Ilakaka, Madagascar
Crystals of monazite, zircon and probably
xenotime in heated pink sapphire (SOLID INCLUSIONS)
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Spinel octahedrons in a blue sapphire from Sri Lanka
solid inclusions                                                                          25x    Richard Hughes photo
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Sapphire
from Madagascar

Biotite mica and
zircon inclusions

Solid Inclusions
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A zircon crystal inside a crystal of blue sapphire from Madagascar
The Natural Sapphire Company photo                                  solid inclusion 113
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Sapphires in diamond
Solid inclusions
Unknown location
Field of view 0.99 mm.

Gia.edu/gems  photo
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Quartz fragments in Emerald       Madagascar
Schwartz paper                              yellow from benzoic acid immersion



Renfro 2016:   Fluorite moves in quartz cavity   --- not a negative crystal ---
Crack allowed fluid entry which dissolved some of the fluorite inclusion 116



Elimination by optical properties

Sapphire      Sri Lanka                  unidentified solid inclusions

Left: Transparent (solid) crystals are hard to distinguish from negative crystals
Right:  Doubly refractive interference colors  revealed between crossed polars
Photos: E. Billie Hughes, Lotus Gemology  117



“Negative crystals can be 
identified by the fact that similar 
faces will all reflect light at 
exactly the same time.”

(all at same angle)

Natural 
Sapphire 
Madagascar 
Lighting Conditions: Fiber Optic: 
Diffuse Oblique

Photographer:
E. Billie Hughes
Image Number: A-002-0743-1
Lotus Gemology 
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Sapphire – Madagascar    
light reflected at same angle       negative crystals      by E. Billie Hughes 119



Three Kinds of Negative Crystals

• A crystal with crystal shaped cavities 
• A crystal showing negative double refraction
• A crystal producing negative ions
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“With every electronic device we come in contact with our 
body receives a positive surge throwing our body out of 
balance. This is why it is so important to invest in a Negative 
Ion … product to help balance your body's energy!”  
https://negative-ion-store.myshopify.com/
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Negative Ion Generator Pyramid (quartz, 25-30 mm) 
SHIVANSH CREATIONS Healing Crystals: Amazon $16  

Neutralizes  Positive ion contamination

https://www.ionloop.com/blog/the-harmful-effects-of-positive-ions-
on-your-health/



123Tibetan Quartz Gem Elixir 1oz
available on etsy

$68.00




